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Abstract: In shoulder arthroplasty, malpositioning of prostheses often leads to reduced post-
operative range of motion (ROM) and complications such as impingement, loosening, and
dislocation. Furthermore, the risk of impingement complications increases when reverse total
prostheses are used. For this purpose a pre-operative planning system was developed that
enables surgeons to perform a virtual shoulder replacement procedure. The present authors’
pre-operative planning system simulates patient-specific bone-determined ROM meant to
reduce the risk of impingement complications and to improve the ROM of patients undergoing
shoulder replacement surgery. This paper describes a validation experiment with the purpose
of ratifying the clinical applicability and usefulness of the ROM simulation module for shoulder
replacement surgery.

The experiment was performed on cadaveric shoulders. A data connection was set up
between the software environment and an existing intra-operative guidance system to track the
relative positions of the bones. This allowed the patient-specific surface models to be visualized
within the software for the position and alignment of the tracked bones. For both shoulders,
ROM measurements were recorded and tagged with relevant information such as the type of
prosthesis and the type of movement that was performed. The observed ROM and occurrences
of impingement were compared with the simulated equivalents. The median deviation
between observed impingement angles and simulated impingement angles was 20.30u with an
interquartile range of 5.20u (from 23.40u to 1.80u). It was concluded that the ROM simulator is
sufficiently accurate to fulfil its role as a supportive instrument for orthopaedic surgeons during
shoulder replacement surgery.

Keywords: medical visualization, pre-operative planning, shoulder, arthroplasty, range of
motion, motion tracking

1 INTRODUCTION

Shoulder arthroplasty (Fig. 1) aims to provide pain

relief and to restore joint mobility. However, success

rates in shoulder replacements are considerably

lower than in knee and hip replacements [1]. This

can be partially ascribed to the complexity of the

shoulder joint. The surgical exposure provides little

room for manoeuvring the instruments and causes

the field of view for the surgeon to be limited. This

frequently results in malalignment of prostheses [2].

Malalignment of shoulder prostheses leads to a

diverse range of complications, e.g. increased wear,

reduced stability of the glenohumeral joint, limited

range of motion (ROM), and impingement [3, 4].

Long-term consequences of impingement are abra-

sion of bone, loosening of the prosthesis, and in-

creased risk for the necessity of revision surgery [5].
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Impingement complications are frequently seen

with reverse shoulder prostheses, a type of prosthesis

usually indicated for patients who suffer from a

severely impaired rotator cuff [6–8]. Scapular notch-

ing refers to impingement of the humeral cup with

the glenoid neck and is the type of impingement

that is most common for reverse shoulder pros-

theses. Sirveaux et al. [9] carried out a multi-centre

study consisting of 80 shoulders, which showed

scapular notching in 51 cases. A similar study by

Juvenspan et al. [10] showed scapular notching in

39 of 55 cases. Conversely, several studies show that

careful planning greatly reduces the risk on scapular

notching [11–13].
Anticipating the frequent occurrence of impinge-

ment and the clear need to prevent it, a pre-op-

erative planning system for shoulder replacements

that interactively simulates bone-determined ROM

was developed. The system was described in detail

in a previous publication [14]. A short summary of

the system is included in section 2.1.

This paper describes an experiment for the

validation of the ROM simulations. The purpose

of the experiment was to determine the accuracy

of the ROM simulator. In addition, the ability of

the system to predict impingement complications

such as scapular notching was evaluated. The

prediction of bone impingement enables the sur-

geon to set up a plan that explicitly avoids this type

of complication.

2 METHODS

2.1 Description of the pre-operative planning
system

The pre-operative planning system loads computed

tomography (CT) data and extracts surface models of

the scapula and humerus. Subsequently, the surgeon

can place prosthesis models on the bone models.

Currently, the system only supports total glenohum-

eral prostheses, i.e. both a cup and a ball component

have to be placed. The system does support total

reverse prostheses.

The system automatically calculates the position

of well-known landmarks on the bone models.

Planes are moved through the object to find the

most extreme points on the models. The centre of

rotation of the glenoid is determined by applying a

Hough transform to the surface models. The land-

marks can also be selected manually. Using the

landmark positions, a predefined pre-operative plan

is transformed to the patient-specific case. Subse-

quently, prostheses can be dragged to different

positons, thereby altering the plan.

In order to calculate the ROM, a biomechanical

model of the glenohumeral joint was implemented. A

generally accepted hypothesis is that the glenohumeral

joint can be approximated by a ball joint [15, 16].

No displacement is taken into account. The scapula

coordinate system as described in the recommen-

Fig. 1 Illustration of a shoulder joint after total shoulder replacement
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dations of the International Society of Biomechanics

[17] was used. The coordinate system is depicted in

Fig. 2. In this paper, clinical terms are used to des-

cribe motion. Anteflexion refers to elevation para-

llel to the sagittal plane along the Z axis, abduction

refers to elevation in the coronal plane along the

X axis, and endorotation refers to axial rotation

along the humeral shaft or Y axis.

Bone-determined ROM is automatically deter-

mined by systematically reorienting the humerus

with a placed humeral component in all directions,

starting from an initial abduction of 45u, while

checking for collisions with a collision detection

algorithm [18]. During alterations of a pre-operative

plan, the ROM is continuously being calculated and

visualized with a specialised visualization technique

(Fig. 3). If the ROM in a certain direction deteri-

orates, this is depicted with red surfaces. If it

improves, this is depicted with green surfaces. This

provides an intuitive user interface for the surgeon to

optimize a plan with regards to the ROM. Automatic

optimization is not yet incorporated, mainly because

the ROM is not the only aspect that plays a part in

determining the most optimal alignment. For in-

stance, fixation of the prosthesis is optimal when the

screws are inserted through thick cortical bone. Also,

the orientation of the components determines the

post-operative stability of the joint [3].

Future work includes the implementation of an

intra-operative guidance system, enabling the sur-

geon to carry out the operation in accordance with

the pre-operative plan.

2.2 Validation experiment

The outline of the experiment is depicted in Fig. 4.

For this experiment the intact shoulders of a cadaver

were used. The cadaver had been specially em-

balmed to maintain flexibility of the extremities

(Complucad ANATOMIC, Complucad International

S.A.).

First, a series of axial CT scans was made using

clinical shoulder protocols (Toshiba Aquilion CT

Scanner, Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan).

The scan data were reconstructed at 5126512

6541 voxels, with spatial dimensions of 0.54mm6
0.54mm61.0mm. The CT scans of both shoulders

Fig. 2 Definition of the scapula coordinate system:
AA, angulus acromialis; TS, trigonum spinae
scapulae; AI, angulus inferior; Os, the origin
coincident with AA; Zs, the line connecting TS
and AA, pointing to AA; Xs, the line perpendi-
cular to the plane formed by AI, AA, and TS,
pointing forwards; Ys, the common line per-
pendicular to the Xs and Zs axes, pointing
upwards

Fig. 3 A screenshot of the ROM simulator, showing
the difference between two shoulder replace-
ment plannings. While the surgeon alters the
planning, the visualization changes. Green (left
of the figure) surfaces denote that the ROM is
improving with respect to the previous plan-
ning, while red (right of the figure) surfaces
denote that the ROM is deteriorating. This
allows the surgeon to optimize the planning
with regard to the ROM
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were segmented using the DeVIDE visualization

platform [19]. Following segmentation, surface mod-

els of the scapulae and humeri were created.

Shoulder replacement procedures were performed

on both shoulders of the cadaver. The modular ESKA

Multiplex shoulder prosthesis (ESKA Implants

GmbH & Co, Lübeck, Germany) was used, which

consists of two base platforms for the scapula and

the humerus. The prosthesis can be tailor fitted to

the patient using different components that are

attached to the base platforms (Fig. 5). This allows

multiple configurations of types (normal and re-

versed) and sizes to be analysed, just as the pre-

operative planning environment allows for quick

interchanging of prostheses. To vary the set of

impingement angles, the base platform of the left

humerus was deliberately positioned with a different

inclination and more distally than the base platform

of the right shoulder.

A computer navigation system (BrainLAB Vector-

Vision, BrainLAB AG, München, Germany) was used

for real-time tracking of shoulder motion. The nav-

igation system uses two infrared cameras and retro-

reflective markers on the instruments and marker

trees. This system is used in the authors’ hospital

for various orthopaedic surgery procedures (spine,

knee, and hip replacements). At the time of writing,

no shoulder-specific module was available. To

enable motion tracking of the shoulder bones, basic

registration and tracking functionality was imple-

mented as described below. Communication with

the navigation system was accomplished by using a

research software library (VectorVision Link, Brain-

LAB AG, München, Germany).

A marker tree consists of three retroreflective

markers that are attached to a metal Y- or T-frame.

Fig. 4 This diagram shows the outline of the valida-
tion experiment. First, a pre-operative CT scan
was made. Shoulder replacements were per-
formed on both shoulders. A post-operative CT
scan was made and these data were combined
with the pre-operative plan to repair faults as a
result of scattering caused by the prostheses.
These data were converted to surface models
and used for ROM simulations. ROM measure-
ments were also performed on the cadaver with
an optical tracking system. These observations
were compared with the ROM estimations from
the ROM simulator

Fig. 5 An overview of the modular ESKA Multiplex
shoulder prosthesis. A is the humeral base
component, with detachable stem. B is the
glenoid base component. Lines 1 to 4 show the
different configurations used during the expe-
riment: line 1, a normal total shoulder pros-
thesis with an 18mm spherical head; line 2, a
normal total shoulder prosthesis with excentric
humeral components with 14mm and 18mm
spherical heads; line 3, a reversed total shoulder
prosthesis; line 4, a reversed total shoulder
prosthesis with three orientations of a poly-
ethylene cup with a slope for the humeral side
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Different configurations of the markers allow the

navigation system to identify specific marker trees

and instruments. The marker trees are attached to

guidewires with a diameter of 3mm, which are

drilled into the bone. This fixation is important,

because any relative movement between the marker

tree and the bone will be misinterpreted as move-

ment of the bone.

After fixation, the surgeon registers each marker

tree to its corresponding bone (Fig. 6). Using a sharp

pointer device with retroreflective markers, a num-

ber of specific landmarks are indicated on the bone.

The same landmarks are indicated in the intra-

operative planning module, after which the registra-

tion matrix can be calculated.

The marker tree that is attached to the scapula

is used as the reference coordinate system. The

pointing device and the marker tree attached to

the humerus report their position and orientation in

this coordinate system. After registration of the scap-

ula and the humerus, the intra-operative tracking

system is able to visualize interactively the patient-

specific models and their current relative position

and alignment (Fig. 7).

For both shoulders, the motion limitations of eight

different prosthesis types and sizes were measured.

The prosthesis configurations were chosen so that

a diverse set of impingement occurrences were

observed. Any occurrence of impingement during

motion tracking was specifically noted in the mo-

tion-tracking logs (Fig. 8). All motions were recorded

as a time series of transformation matrices, tagged

with prosthesis type and measurement information

and then exported to a database.

The motions consisted of arm movement from 0u
to maximum anteflexion, from 0u to maximum

abduction, and finally from maximum exorotation

to maximum endorotation at maximal elevation in

the scapular plane. Occasionally, the motion was

limited by the presence of soft tissue but, when

possible, bone impingement was forced and noted

for later comparison with the ROM simulations. The

orthopaedic surgeon performing the arm motion

visually determined whether a limitation was caused

by bone impingement or by soft tissue. To evaluate

the repeatability of the motions, four of the mea-

surements were recorded twice.

Both shoulders with base plates were CT scanned

post-operatively, using the same protocols as for the

pre-operative scans. These data were then segmen-

ted. To avoid artefacts as a result of scattering, the

post-operative models were combined with the pre-

operative models by manually overlaying them

(Fig. 9). Thus accurate bone models that have the

prosthesis base platforms installed were obtained.

These models were loaded into the pre-operative

Fig. 6 After attachment of the marker tree, various landmarks on the scapula are indicated
percutaneously. The markers on the sharp pointer, the scapula reference frame, and on
the humeral tracker are visible
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planning system. The motions were simulated by the

ROM simulator of the pre-operative planning system

and the resulting impingement angles were noted.

The advantage of using scanned post-operative

models rather than virtually planning the operation

is that the models used for the ROM simulations

more accurately represent the geometry of the meas-

ured cadaver shoulders. Using the pre-operative

planning functionality would introduce additional

errors. It should be noted that the goal of this experi-

ment is to validate the ROM simulations rather than

the pre-operative planning system as a whole.

Fig. 7 Real-time motion tracking. Marker trees are attached to each bone, and these are tracked
by the infrared guidance system. The intra-operative tracking system on the laptop shows
the real-time position and orientation of the tracked bones

Fig. 8 Motion recording, showing impingement be-
tween the tuberculum majus on the humeral
side and the acromion on the scapular side. The
location of impingement is indicated by a white
arrow

Fig. 9 Pre-operative surface model A and post-opera-
tive surface model B. Scattering caused by the
prosthesis prevents complete segmentation of
the CT data. However, by overlaying the two
scans, the prosthesis position and alignment
can be reconstructed to give C. The resulting
models were used as input for the ROM simu-
lations
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The impingement angles as observed during the

experiment were compared with the impingement

angles as determined by the ROM simulator. The

median deviation, the interquartile range, and max-

imum absolute deviation were calculated for the

three separate motions as well as the complete set

of measurements. For these calculations the meas-

urements of the left shoulder and right shoulder

were combined.

3 RESULTS

The ROM simulations and experimental observa-

tions are listed in Table 1. The observed limitations

were sometimes caused by the fact that soft tissue

was not capable of extending any further as a result

of tension. These limitations are also given for

reasons of completeness. The accuracy of the ROM

simulations can be determined by examining the

difference between the measurements of the cada-

ver experiment and the simulations. Motions that

were recorded twice were very similar with almost

identical motion limitations (difference, less than

0.5u) and are therefore not listed.

As Table 2 indicates, the observed impingement

angles of the cadaver experiment correspond to the

impingement predictions of the system. The median

deviation is limited to a few degrees for all motions.

To determine the statistical significance the Spear-

man rank correlation coefficient was calculated,

resulting in a correlation of 0.982 with a significance

of p, 0.005.

The ROM of the left shoulder differed from the

ROM of the right shoulder owing to the different

alignment of the base platforms. For both shoul-

ders, impingement was observed more frequently

for reverse prostheses than for normal prostheses.

Impingement with the upper structures of the scap-

ula (the acromium and coracoid process) occurred

frequently during anteflexion and abduction, be-

cause of the more medial location of the centre of

rotation. In addition, scapular notching was seen for

almost all motion recordings of reverse prosthesis

configurations.

Table 1 Results of the motion recordings and ROM simulations for both shoulders. The ball and cup prosthesis
components have a radius of 22mm. If applicable, the h value gives the height of the component at its
centre-line. Because the simulator does not take into account soft tissue, bone impingement occurs for all
motions. This is in contrast with the results of the cadaver observations, where the ROM was also
occasionally limited by soft tissue. When a value is printed in italics, this means that the motion limitation
was caused by soft tissue. Motion limitations that were not measured during the experiment are indicated
by the word No. To facilitate comparison, the observed impingement angles are printed in bold, together
with their simulated counterparts

Prosthesis configuration

Motion

Left shoulder Right shoulder

Simulated
impingement

Observed
limitation

Simulated
impingement

Observed
limitation

Humeral insert Glenoid insert Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End

Ball (h5 14mm) Cup Abduction 0 84 No 63.5 26 56 No 52.9
Endorotation 228 71 16.6 69.2 23.3 94 25.5 95.7
Anteflexion 0 90 No 61.6 233 112 No 42.1

Ball (h5 18mm) Cup Abduction 0 91 No 62.7 26 56 No 52.8
Endorotation 227 72 27.3 69.6 243 101 23.2 98.6
Anteflexion 0 87 No 67.5 235 111 No 43.2

Ball (h5 14mm)
eccentric

Cup Abduction 2 85 No 64.5 24 54 No 52.7
Endorotation 216 52 16.4 59.1 218 105 9.7 111.8
Anteflexion 4 79 No 70.7 230 112 No 41.0

Ball (h5 18mm)
eccentric

Cup Abduction 3 84 No 56.2 25 53 No 49.5
Endorotation 213 39 6.5 42.8 239 94 13.7 96.0
Anteflexion 3 82 No 66.1 228 112 No 36.6

Cup eccentric Ball (h5 14mm) Abduction 21 75 No 72.5 7 49 No 55.3
Endorotation 16 69 11.6 71.5 28 63 26.5 62.2
Anteflexion 17 56 No 62.7 7 88 No 37.2

Cup proximal slope Ball (h5 14mm) Abduction 19 71 No 68.5 7 47 6.1 46.1
Endorotation 25 44 22.2 48.9 210 63 26.9 67.4
Anteflexion 23 61 25.1 58.8 7 55 10.4 41.0

Cup anterior slope Ball (h5 14mm) Abduction 18 68 No 68.3 11 50 10.0 52.6
Endorotation 18 70 15.0 72.1 214 46 22.9 49.9
Anteflexion 23 61 No 60.0 18 66 19.5 36.4

Cup distal slope Ball (h5 14mm) Abduction 33 73 31.5 68.4 26 51 26.2 49.7
Endorotation 21 57 22.6 63.9 27 63 29.2 70.8
Anteflexion 28 59 No 56.9 26 75 25.7 39.3
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Inaccuracy as a result of the hardware limitations

of the BrainLAB VectorVision system was also

determined during this experiment [20]. The mean

translational error for locating a marker was 0.1mm,

0.05mm, and 0.25mm in the x, y, and z directions

respectively. Because the scapula and humerus

marker trees are approximately 30 cm apart, the

maximal angular error introduced by hardware limi-

tations is smaller than 0.1u. This error is acceptable

for the experiment.

To determine how accurately the post-operative

models were overlaid with the pre-operative models,

the minimum distances between the models were

calculated on a per-vertex base. Because the post-

operative models were different near the replaced

regions, only a clipped half of each of the models

was used. The mean error was 0.41mm with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.23mm. Increasing the accuracy

of the models does not lead to substantially different

ROM simulation results.

4 DISCUSSION

In this paper an experiment for the evaluation of the

accuracy of the ROM simulation module was des-

cribed. A CT-based navigation system, with which

passive cadaveric joint motion was tracked, was

developed. Subsequently, the recorded motions were

compared with ROM simulations in order to vali-

date the latter.

Reports have been given in the literature on the use

of ROM simulations and impingement prediction for

total hip replacement procedures. Jaramaz et al. [21]

and Yoshimine et al. [22] analytically determined

ROM as imposed by the prosthesis geometry. Sato

et al. [23] studied the advantages of impingement

prediction for the hip joint, using both the prosthesis

geometry and the surface data of the bone. Their

simulations were also clinically validated using opti-

cal tracking. To the present authors’ knowledge, no

publications exist describing validated simulation of

bone-determined ROM for shoulder replacement

surgery, even though the occurrence of impingement

complications after shoulder replacement surgery is a

frequently seen problem.

There are limitations to this study. The number of

two shoulders is relatively low to make claims on the

accuracy of the ROM simulator. However, the utiliza-

tion of different prosthesis configurations leads to a

larger number of unique impingement cases that can

be used for validation of the ROM simulator.

Optical tracking systems are known to have some

inaccuracy owing to the registration step, which

requires the surgeon to indicate the exact same

points on the physical bones as on the virtual bones.

Differences between these locations result in a

registration error. However, for the measurements

in this experiment, only the rotational information

as provided by the optical tracking system was used.

This information relies on the relative movement of

the marker trees rather than absolute positions. If

registered landmarks are close to each other, this

may introduce a small error in the rotation axis.

Because the medial and lateral epicondyles are

relatively close to one another, it is expected that a

small registration error will have been introduced in

the axis used for endorotation. On the basis of visual

inspection of the registration it is suspected that this

error was limited. However, for definition of the axes

used to measure abduction and anteflexion the sel-

ected landmarks are sufficiently far apart. In future

a possible solution to this problem is the utilization

of fiducial markers that are inserted before acquisi-

tion of the pre-operative CT scan and can later be

used to ensure a correct registration.

The ROM simulator uses CT data as acquired by

the standard scanning protocol for shoulders. How-

ever, the time required to segment the data manually

is approximately 1 h. This may complicate clinical

applicability of the system. The present authors are

currently working on new techniques and algorithms

to speed up this segmentation process.

From the results it is concluded that the impinge-

ment predictions of the system generally correspond

Table 2 Summary of the results presented in Table 1. The accuracy of the ROM simulator is
determined by comparing the impingement angles of the simulator with the observed
occurrences of impingement. For these statistics, the motion limitations of the left
shoulder and right shoulder were grouped. Only the measurements where bone
impingement was observed are included

Motion Median deviation (deg) Interquartile range (deg) Maximum absolute deviation (deg)

Abduction 0.95 2.53 (20.28–2.25) 7.25
Endorotation 22.10 6.20 (24.40–1.80) 6.50
Anteflexion 20.60 4.98 (23.08–1.90) 8.90

All 20.30 5.20 (23.40–1.80) 8.60
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to the actual incidence of impingement during

recorded shoulder motion. However, a number of

observed ROMs were smaller than their simulated

counterparts. This was expected and can be ex-

plained by the movement restrictions as imposed by

the presence of soft tissue. Because soft tissue is not

incorporated into the ROM simulations, the simula-

tions are restricted to predict motion limitations as

imposed by bony impingement. This already is quite

helpful to the surgeon, as it alerts the surgeon to

possible impingement complications.

The simulations confirm that the humeral com-

ponent of a reverse prosthesis frequently impinges

on either the glenoid component or the glenoid. As

discussed in the introduction, this may cause early

loosening of the glenoid prosthesis and leads to bone

damage, further complicating revision surgery. Sub-

acromial and subcoracoid impingement was also

observed for most of the total reverse shoulder

configurations. The accuracy of the ROM simula-

tions is well within the range to predict these

impingement complications beforehand, allowing

the surgeon to adapt the pre-operative plan.

Future work will include the implementation of

an intra-operative guidance system, based on the

optical tracking system described in this paper. The

intra-operative guidance system will ensure that the

actual surgery corresponds to the pre-operative plan

as defined by the surgeon with the pre-operative

planning system.

If surgery is conducted according to the pre-

operative plan as composed in the pre-operative

planning system, it is plausible that the post-

operative bone-determined ROM corresponds to

the ROM as predicted pre-operatively by this system.

Moreover, all the observed occurrences of impinge-

ment during the described experiment were pre-

dicted by the system. Therefore it is recommended

that the ROM predictions of the system during the

planning stage of a shoulder replacement procedure

are complied with, keeping in mind other aspects

such as prosthesis fixation and the presence of soft

tissue. Finally, from the results of this experiment it

is concluded that the system is particularly useful for

non-anatomical prosthetic designs such as reverse

prostheses, because they entail an increased risk of

impingement complications.
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